
Access data from anywhere with 
AWS & Starburst Enterprise
Given today’s tsunami of data and data sources, new solutions are needed to integrate data without continually 
upgrading infrastructure or having to use complex extract, transform, and load pipelines. For organizations to be 
data driven, it’s time for the business consumer to drive. 

Get to insights faster with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and a  
Starburst Data Mesh framework
Starburst, based on open-source Trino, is a distributed 
SQL engine designed to run fast analytics queries against 
various data sources. 

Starburst on AWS helps enterprises create, securely  
share, and access data from multiple sources, speeding 
time to insights.

Optimize your existing data lake 
by using Starburst Enterprise to 
seamlessly integrate with AWS  
Lake Formation

Unlock a Data Mesh framework with 
Starburst, which delegates authorization 
to AWS Lake Formation while maintaining 
horizontal scalability and federation. 

Starburst can also combine data secured by Lake 
Formation with other sources, such as on-premises  
data lakes, to reduce data movement.

With a Data Mesh framework, you can manage 
and analyze data regardless of where it resides. 
Consumers can search and review a product catalog 
to find what they need quickly. New data products 
can be created and refined to provide teams with the 
agility that they need to discover and ideate.

Enable teams with a  
domain to build and share 
data products

Data Mesh advantages

AWS Lake 
Formation

If you are considering adopting a Data Mesh framework, Starburst can get you 
started. Try this 15-day free trial of Starburst Enterprise In AWS Marketplace

Discover all Starburst products in AWS Marketplace

Learn more by signing up for our webinar
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D A T A S H E E T

80%  
fewer failed 
queries1

53%  
cost reduction in  
data analysis1

50% 
reduction in  
support costs1

29% 
increase in staff  
focus on innovation2

Exploit your existing  
data architecture

Create autonomous  
domain teams

Create reusable, 
interoperable data 
products

Accelerate delivery 
of data-driven 
business outcomes

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-pwnl3c6p2jycg
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-profile?id=9e5ffcd6-ef2d-4e1e-896c-69108f80b954
https://www.starburst.io/info/analyzing-the-economic-benefits-of-starburst-enterprise/
https://pages.awscloud.com/global-in-gc-500-business-value-of-migration-whitepaper-learn.html?trk=9b32e983-a2c8-4455-b3a1-b385b54cba90&sc_channel=el

